We present a study of the connection between star-forming galaxies, AGN host galaxies, and normal early-type galaxies in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). Using the SDSS DR5 and DR4plus data, we select our early-type galaxy sample in the color versus color-gradient space, and we classify the spectral types of the selected early-type galaxies into normal, star-forming, Seyfert, and LINER classes, using several spectral line flux ratios. We investigate the slope in the fundamental space for each class of early-type galaxies and find that there are obvious differences in the slopes of the fundamental planes (FPs) among the different classes of early-type galaxies, in the sense that the slopes for Seyferts and star-forming galaxies are flatter than those for normal galaxies and LINERs. This may be the first identification of the systematic variation of the FP slope among the subclasses of early-type galaxies. The difference in the FP slope might be caused by the difference in the degree of nonhomology among different classes or by the difference of gas contents in their merging progenitors. One possible scenario is that the AGN host galaxies and star-forming galaxies are formed by gas-rich merging and that they may evolve into normal early-type galaxies after finishing their star formation or AGN activities.
INTRODUCTION
One of the interesting issues of modern observational cosmology is the evolutionary connection between various classes of galaxies: early-type galaxies, late-type galaxies, dwarf galaxies, mergers, star-forming galaxies, AGN host galaxies, and so on. Such connections, if found, may be important constraints on the galaxy formation and evolution scenario. Early-type galaxies are an ideal target to investigate this connection problem. Early-type galaxies were considered for a long time to belong to a single family. However, recent studies found that there are variations of earl-type galaxies. For example, some early-type galaxies have young stellar populations unlike typical normal early-type galaxies (Abraham et al. 1999; Menanteau et al. 2001) , and some earlytype galaxies have active nuclei (AGNs) in their centers (Sánchez et al. 2004; Capetti & Balmaverde 2006) . These abnormal classes of early-type galaxies are possibly the links between normal early-type galaxies and other classes of galaxies, and the relationship between normal early-type galaxies and other classes of galaxies may be important for constraining the formation model of early-type galaxies. Recently, Lee et al. (2006) suggested that there are possible evolutionary connections between star-forming galaxies, AGN host galaxies, and normal early-type galaxies, from the study of "blue early-type galaxies" in the GOODS (Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey; Giavalisco et al. 2004 ) HST/ACS fields.
The fundamental plane (FP; Dressler et al. 1987; Djorgovski & Davis 1987) of galaxies provides important clues about the relationship among various classes of galaxies. Tacconi et al. (2002) studied the properties of 18 ultraluminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs) and concluded that those ULIRGs may evolve into normal elliptical galaxies based on their position in the fundamental space. It is also known that AGN host galaxies reside at the same plane as the normal early-type galaxies in the fundamental space (Snellen et al. 2003; Woo et al. 2004) , which implies that those active galaxies and normal early-type galaxies have a very close relationship in the evolutionary sequence. However, it was difficult to secure a large sample of abnormal classes of early-type galaxies (e.g., AGN host early-type galaxies or post-star-forming early-type galaxies) in the previous studies.
In this Letter, we present a study of the connection between the various sub-classes of early-type galaxies using the large sample in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) . The outline of this Letter is as follows. Section 2 describes the data set we used and the methods to select early-type galaxies and to classify earlytype galaxies into several sub-classes. We present the FP analysis of each class of early-type galaxies in §3, and, finally, discussion and conclusion are given in §4. Throughout this Letter, we adopt the cosmological parameters h = 0.7, Ω Λ = 0.7, and Ω M = 0.3.
DATA AND GALAXY CLASSIFICATION
We used the SDSS Data Release 5 (DR5; AdelmanMcCarthy et al. 2007 ) in this study. The DR5 imaging data cover about 8000 deg 2 in the ugriz bands, and the DR5 spectroscopic data cover 5600 deg 2 1 . The photometric and spectroscopic observations were conducted Segregation between early-type galaxies (dark gray points) and late-type galaxies (light gray points) in the color vs. color-gradient space. The color gradient ∆(g−i) is defined as the difference in (g − i) color between the region at R < 0.5R pet and the region at 0.5R pet < R < R pet [negative ∆(g − i) for blue outside]. The lines represent different segregation guidelines for different magnitude ranges (solid line for 14.5 < rpet < 16.0, short-dashed line for 16.0 < rpet < 16.5, long-dashed line for 16.5 < rpet < 17.0, and dotted line for 17.0 < rpet < 17.5). Lower left panel: AGN selection in the BPT diagram (Baldwin et al. 1981) . The short-dashed line is the theoretical upper limit of starforming galaxies (Kewley et al. 2001) , and the long-dashed line is the empirical criterion of Kauffmann et al. (2003) . In this study, we used our empirical criterion (solid line) to distinguish AGNs from star-forming galaxies. We used only the galaxy catalog with spectroscopic information, which includes 573,113 available objects. From this catalog, we selected early-type galaxies with the galaxy classification method using the color versus color-gradient space (Park & Choi 2005) as shown in Fig. 1 . In this classification method, colors and color gradients are the main criteria for classification, and the inverse concentration (C −1 ≡ R 50% /R 90% ) cut is also adopted differentially for different magnitude ranges: C −1 < 0.43 for 14.5 < r P et < 16.0, C −1 < 0.45 for 16.0 < r P et < 16.5, C −1 < 0.47 for 16.5 < r P et < 17.0, and C −1 < 0.48 for 17.0 < r P et < 17.5. & Choi (2005) estimated the completeness and reliability of this classification method to be as large as ∼ 88% at r P et < 17.5. The color-gradient estimation was conducted for the 389,789 objects in the SDSS DR4plus (Choi et al. 2007 ) sample, which is one of the products of the New York University Value-Added Galaxy Catalog (Blanton et al. 2005) . Finally, we selected 139,183 early-type galaxies.
Park
We selected AGN host galaxies in our early-type galaxy This process returns 1913 star-forming galaxies, 1129 Seyfert galaxies, and 320 LINERs with a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of > 3 for each line, in our early-type galaxy sample.
We corrected several quantities provided by the SDSS DR5, for this study. The effective radius of each galaxy was corrected for its axis ratio and redshift, and the surface brightness was calculated using the effective radius corrected for the redshift effect and for the cosmological dimming (Bernardi et al. 2003a ). The velocity dispersion data were produced using an automated spectroscopic pipeline named IDLSPEC2D version 5 in the SDSS DR4plus (Schelegel et al. 2007, in preparation) . We corrected the velocity dispersions for the aperture effect, adopting the method of Jørgensen et al. (1995) . For a reliable estimation of the FP, we used the galaxies with S/N> 10 for their velocity dispersion, which returns 130,147 normal 4 early-type galaxies, 1608 star-forming galaxies, 1050 Seyfert galaxies, and 293 LINER galaxies.
THE FUNDAMENTAL PLANE
We estimated the slope in the fundamental space for each class of early-type galaxies, using the ordinary leastsquare bisector method (Isobe et al. 1990 ). The normal early-type galaxies in the SDSS show a good FP relation, as already shown by Bernardi et al. (2003b) . In addition, AGN host galaxies and a large fraction of star-forming galaxies also reside in the FP of normal early-type galaxies. The slopes of normal early-type galaxies and LINER early-type galaxies are consistent within 1 σ slope error (1.301 ± 0.002 for normal and 1.254 ± 0.052 for LINER). However, the slopes of Seyfert galaxies and star-forming galaxies are significantly (> 8 σ slope ) smaller than those of normal and LINER galaxies (1.113 ± 0.023 for Seyferts and 0.996 ± 0.019 for star-forming galaxies).
These differences in the FP slope, however, are possibly artifacts caused by the different parameter distributions of different classes in the fundamental space. Since the slope of the FP varies in the different ranges of fundamental parameters (Bernardi et al. 2003b) , it is fair Fig. 2. -FP slope estimations with the same σv distribution in given σv ranges, for 0.04 < z < 0.1. Upper panels: Normal and star-forming early-type galaxies, with 100 km s −1 < σv < 170 km s −1 . Middle panels: Normal and Seyfert early-type galaxies, with 100 km s −1 < σv < 220 km s −1 . Lower panels: Normal and LINER early-type galaxies, with 100 km s −1 < σv < 240 km s −1 . The lines are OLS bisector fittings, and the resulting FP slope and 1 σ slope error are shown in the lower right-hand corner of each panel. Each velocity dispersion boundary was selected within the common range of the distributions of the two classes.
to compare the FP slope with the galaxies in the same domain of fundamental space. Among the three fundamental parameters, we set boundaries with velocity dispersion (σ v ), because this parameter may be less sensitive to galaxy evolution effects than effective radius or surface brightness. The approximate range of σ v in each class is as follows: 20 − 420 km s −1 for normal galaxies, 20 − 170 km s −1 for star-forming galaxies, 20 − 220 km s −1 for Seyfert galaxies, and 100−240 km s −1 for LINER galaxies. Because the estimation error of σ v is very large for σ v < 100 km s −1 (Choi et al. 2007 ), we use galaxies with σ v > 100 km s −1 only. In addition, it is safe to compare the galaxies at 0.04 < z < 0.1, to minimize the selection effects caused by the fixed fiber-size and the LINER incompleteness ). Fig. 2 shows the FP slope estimates with the limits of σ v and redshift. The normal early-type galaxies were randomly resampled to have the same σ v distribution as the compared abnormal early-type galaxies. In this comparison, the difference between star-forming galaxies and normal galaxies is 2.8σ slope , and the difference between Seyfert galaxies and normal galaxies is 2.5σ slope , while LINER galaxies and normal galaxies have consistent FP slopes. Interestingly, Figure 4 of Snellen et al. (2003) and Figure 3 of Woo et al. (2004) show that AGN host galaxies reside in the FP of normal early-type galaxies but that they are slightly tilted from the FP of normal early-type galaxies, for the same direction as our Seyfert galaxies are.
However, it is necessary to estimate the sampling error for each abnormal class of galaxies, because the sample sizes of abnormal galaxies are much smaller than that of normal galaxies. We conducted random sampling tests using the normal galaxy sample, with the same sample size and σ v distribution as each abnormal class. The random sampling was repeated 10,000 times for each comparison, and the results are summarized in Table 1 . The error values in Table 1 include both estimation errors and sampling errors. Considering these errors, star-forming galaxies and Seyfert galaxies have different FP slopes from normal early-type galaxies with probabilities more than 98% (2.5 σ) in the same σ v and redshift ranges as the Fig. 2 , and LINER galaxies and normal galaxies have consistent FP slopes. One observational bias may affect the FP properties of the AGN host galaxies. Since spectroscopy was targeted to the central parts of galaxies, the σ v estimates of AGN host galaxies are possibly distorted by the existence of an AGN. However, it is difficult not only to correct such an effect but also to guess how much that changes the FP slope of AGN host galaxies, using current data.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The FP of early-type galaxies is considered to be closely related to the virial theorem. However, the virial plane (VP) does not match the FP exactly, and several studies have been conducted to investigate the origin of the tilt between the two planes. Busarello et al. (1997) found from the analysis of 40 nearby elliptical galaxies that the primary origin of the tilt between the VP and the FP is the non-homology of elliptical galaxies; that is, the velocity dispersion profiles of more massive galaxies are steeper than those of less massive galaxies. In addition to the non-homology effect, they also suggested that the effect of stellar populations is about 30% responsible for the FP tilt. This result was supported by Trujillo et al. (2004) , who investigated the FP of 911 early-type galaxies in the combined catalog of the SDSS and 2MASS (Two Micron All Sky Survey; Bell et al. 2003) .
Adopting the nonhomology effect to the FP slope difference among different classes, it is inferred that the Seyfert and star-forming early-type galaxies may have stronger non-homology than the normal early-type galaxies. It is not easy to tell what causes such strong nonhomology in Seyfert and star-forming early-type galaxies, but it is possible to assume that some events causing their star formation or AGN activity might also affect (or be affected by) the dynamical structures of those classes.
Recently, several numerical experiments were conducted to explain the physical origin of the FP tilt. Some self-consistent hydrodynamic simulations showed that the major merging with gas dissipation can reproduce the tilt between the VP and the FP (Oñorbe et al. 2005; Dekel & Cox 2006) . Robertson et al. (2006) studied the variation of the slope of the FP in diverse merging cases. They found that the dissipational merging produces the FP tilt, whereas the FP of the dissipationless merging is parallel to the VP. Furthermore, they showed that the merging of disk galaxies with a larger fraction of gas makes a larger tilt between the VP and the FP.
These previous results are very interesting, since they provide a hint to understanding the origin of the difference in the FP slopes of different classes of earlytype galaxies. According to those simulations, the different classes of our early-type galaxies might evolve from mergers with different gas contents. Normal and LINER early-type galaxies might be formed by the merging of gas-poor disk galaxies, while Seyfert and star-forming early-type galaxies might be formed by the merging of gas-rich disk galaxies. This interpretation is also consistent with the conclusion of Kewley et al. (2006) that the major difference between Seyferts and LINERs may be the gas accretion rate. However, it is expected that the star formation or AGN activities in abnormal early-type galaxies will not continue forever. Since the structural parameters and the loci in the fundamental space of the abnormal classes are very similar to those of the normal early-type class, it is not too absurd to infer that the AGN host or star-forming early-type galaxies may evolve into normal early-type galaxies after finishing their star formation or AGN activities.
The observational analysis of Kewley & Dopita (2003) led to an evolutionary scenario: starbursts initially triggered by tidal interactions → AGN activated by gas funneled toward the merger nucleus → circumnuclear star formation at late stages of the merger. When combining this scenario with the hierarchical merging scenario of early-type galaxies (Toomre 1977; Searle & Zinn 1978) , it is possible to extend the scenario of Kewley & Dopita (2003) as follows: mergers → galaxies with star formation or AGN → galaxies finishing their star formation or AGN activity → normal early-type galaxies. Considering that merging events can affect the FP slope, our results are consistent with such an evolutionary sequence, although our results do not prove that all early-type galaxies evolve along this sequence.
If the FP slope of the Seyfert and star-forming earlytype galaxies become the same as that of normal earlytype galaxies when their star formation or AGN activities finish, what physical mechanism works on that process? We do not have a clear answer to that question. Such a mechanism may need to explain the differential fading of galaxies with different size or mass, which can change the tilted FP slope of abnormal early-type galaxies into the same as that of normal early-type galaxies.
In this Letter, our conclusions are as follows:
1. We have found obvious differences in the FP slopes for different subclasses of early-type galaxies, from the analysis of the early-type galaxies in the SDSS. Starforming and Seyfert early-type galaxies show significant differences in their FP slope from normal early-type galaxies, while LINER early-type galaxies have a FP slope consistent with normal early-type galaxies. This may be the first identification of the systematic difference in the FP slopes among the various subclasses of early-type galaxies.
2. The difference in the FP slope might be caused by the difference in the degree of nonhomology in different classes or by the difference of gas contents in their merging progenitors. One possible scenario is that the AGN host galaxies and star-forming galaxies are formed by gas-rich merging and that they may evolve into normal early-type galaxies after finishing their star formation or AGN activities.
